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ABSTRACT

Our new IOTA1 JHK-band beam combiner allows the simultaneous recording of spectrally dispersed J-, H- and
K-band Michelson interferograms. In this paper we present our IOTA observations of the Mira star T Cep with
this beam combiner (observations in June 2001; four baselines in the range of 14 m to 27 m). The beam combiner
optics consists of an anamorphic cylindrical lens system and a prism. From the interferograms of T Cep we
derive the visibilities and the J-, H-, and K-band uniform-disk diameters of 14.0�0.6 mas, 13.7�0.6 mas and
15.0�0.6 mas, respectively. Angular stellar �lter radii and Rosseland radii are derived from the measured
visibilities by �tting theoretical center-to-limb intensity variations (CLVs) of di�erent Mira star models2;3. The
available HIPPARCOS parallax (4.76�0.75 mas) of T Cep allows us to determine linear radii. For example,
from the K-band visibility we derive a Rosseland radius of 329+70

�50R� if we use the CLVs of the M-models3

as �t functions. This radius is in good agreement with the theoretical M-model Rosseland radius of 315R�.
The comparison of measured stellar parameters (e.g. diameters, e�ective temperature, visibility shape) with
theoretical parameters indicates whether any of the models is a fair representation of T Cep. The ratios
of visibilities of di�erent spectral channels can be measured with higher precision than absolute visibilities.
Therefore, we use the visibility ratios V(�1)/V(�2) to investigate the wavelength dependence of the stellar
diameter. We �nd that the 2.03�m uniform-disk diameter of T Cep is �1.26 times larger than the 2.26�m
uniform-disk diameter.

Keywords: interferometry, Mira stars, near-infrared

1. INTRODUCTION

Our new JHK beam combiner built at the MPI for Radioastronomy consists of an anamorphic lens system
and a prism. This NIR beam combiner is similar to the dispersed-fringe instruments used at the I2T/GI2T
interferometer in the optical wavelength range4. The anamorphic lens system is required to obtain a high
magni�cation in the direction perpendicular to the fringe direction and a lower magni�cation in the direction
parallel to the fringes. Figure 1 shows examples of our T Cep interferograms (see also the movie on our home
page, http://www.mpifr-bonn.mpg.de/div/ir-interferometry).
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Figure 1. Three consecutive JHK-band IOTA interferograms of T Cep (wavelength range 1-2.3�m from left to right in
each panel)
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Figure 2. a,b: uniform-disk (UD) �ts to the visibilities of T Cep measured in the J- and K-band. c: �t of the model
CLV of the best-�tting fundamental mode model P75800 to the measured K-band visibilities of T Cep.

2. T CEP OBSERVATIONS

The �rst observations with the new JHK beam combiner mounted to the IOTA interferometer were carried out
on June 6, 9, 10 and 11, 2001. The raw visibilities of each spectral channel and each baseline were derived
by evaluating the power spectra of the interferograms (determination of the ratio of o�-axis and central peak).
The calibrated visibilities were reconstructed from the raw visibilities of the object and the raw visibilities of
reference stars. Figures 2a,b show the calibrated J and K visibilities and the best-�tting J and K uniform-disk
(UD) visibility functions. From the UD �ts, stellar diameters of 14.0�0.6 mas (J-band), 13.7�0.6 mas (H-
band), and 15.0�0.6 mas (K-band) were obtained (along position angle � 0o). Figure 2c shows the �t of the
model CLV of the best-�tting fundamental mode model P758003 to the observed K-band visibilities of T Cep
(see discussion in Sect. 3).

3. COMPARISON OF THE OBSERVATIONS WITH MIRA STAR MODELS

We derive angular diameters from the measured visibilities by �tting di�erent theoretical center-to-limb intensity
variations of di�erent Mira star models (Bessel, Scholz & Wood2; Hofmann, Scholz & Wood3). These models
were developed as possible representations of the prototype Mira variable o Ceti, and hence have periods P
very close to the 332 day period of o Ceti (the period of T Cep is 382 days); they di�er in pulsation mode,
as well as in modelling assumptions, assumed mass M and luminosity L. The �ve model series represent stars
pulsating in the fundamental mode (f ; D, P and M) or in the �rst-overtone mode (o; E and O). Table 1 lists
these model series (Rp = Rosseland radius of the non-pulsating "parent" star of the Mira variable2;3; Te� =
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e�ective temperature). In the following sections we compare predictions of these models at di�erent phases and
cycles with our measurements.

Table 1. Mira model series (see text)

Series Mode P (d) M=M� L=L� Rp=R� Teff/K

D f 330 1.0 3470 236 2900

E o 328 1.0 6310 366 2700

P f 332 1.0 3470 241 2860

M f 332 1.2 3470 260 2750

O o 320 2.0 5830 503 2250

3.1. Monochromatic radius R�, Rosseland radius R and stellar �lter radius Rf

Monochromatic radius R�: We use the conventional radius de�nition where the monochromatic radius R� is
given by the distance from the star's center at which the optical depth equals unity (��=1).

Rosseland radius R: In analogy, the photospheric stellar radius or Rosseland radius R is given by the distance
from the star's center at which the Rosseland optical depth equals unity (�Ross =1).

Stellar �lter radius Rf : The stellar radius for �lter transmission f� is the intensity and �lter weighted radius
Rf =

R
R� I� f� d� =

R
I� f� d�, which we call stellar �lter radius Rf (see de�nition in Ref. 6). R� denotes the

above monochromatic ��=1 radius, I� the central intensity spectrum and f� the transmission of the �lter. If a
spectrograph is used instead of an interference �lter, then f� describes the wavelength region which is selected
from the spectrally dispersed interferograms.

3.2. Derived angular stellar �lter radii, angular Rosseland radius and linear radii

The derived angular stellar �lter radii Ra
K;m, R

a
H;m and Ra

J;m (corresponding to the model-phase combinations

m) were determined by least-squares �ts of the model2;3 CLV visibilities to the measured visibilities.

Additionally, the angular Rosseland radii Ra
m were derived from the obtained stellar �lter radii Ra

K;m, R
a
H;m

and Ra
J;m and the theoretical ratios (see Table 3 in Ref. 5) between R/Rp and RK/Rp, RH/Rp, and RJ/Rp

predicted by the above Mira star models.

We derived linear stellar �lter radii RK;m, RH;m, RJ;m, and linear Rosseland radii Rm of T Cep from the
angular stellar �lter radii Ra

K;m, R
a
H;m, R

a
J;m, and Rosseland radii R

a
m by using the T Cep HIPPARCOS parallax

of 4.76�0.75mas7;8.

Fig. 3 shows the linear Rosseland radii Rm derived from the K-band visibilities and also the stellar �lter
radii RK;m for all model-phase combinations m. A comparison of the radii derived from observations and
theoretical radii shows that the theoretical Rosseland radii of the fundamental mode D model are too small,
and the theoretical Rosseland radii of the �rst-overtone models E and O are too large. However, the theoretical
Rosseland radii of the fundamental mode M and P model series are at nearly all available near-maximum phases
close to the Rosseland radii of T Cep derived from the observations (for all cycles of the M model and for 2
of 4 cycles of the P model). For example, we can compare the theoretical M-model Rosseland radius with the
derived phase-averaged linear Rosseland radius obtained from the K-band visibilities and the M-model CLVs.
The phase-averaged derived linear Rosseland radius is the average of the Rosseland radii derived with all near-

maximum (i.e. close to our observation) M-models (average over the m-values 17 and 19). The comparison
shows that there is very good agreement between the measured uniform disk radius of 337+72

�52R�, the derived

M-model Rosseland radius of 335+75
�55R� and the theoretical M-model Rosseland radius of 315R�.
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Figure 3. Comparison of T Cep radii derived from the observations with theoretical model radii. Left: linear Rosseland
radii Rm for all 22 model-phase combinations m (di�erent values of m correspond to di�erent phases or cycles; see
Ref. 5). Right: linear stellar K-band radii for all 22 model-phase combinations m. Filled squares correspond to linear
radii derived with CLVs of models with phases close to the phase of our observation, open squares correspond to phases
far from our observation (shown for comparison). The theoretical model radii are plotted with open circles.

4. DIAMETER RATIOS
D(�1)
D(�2)

DERIVED FROM VISIBILITY RATIOS
V(�1)
V(�2)

Our JHK interferograms allow us to derive from each interferogram the visibilities of many di�erent spec-
tral channels in the wavelength range of 1-2.3�m. We use these visibilities to determine the diameter ratios
D(�1)/D(�2) and compare these observed ratios with theoretical model ratios10.

For this goal we have divided our K-band interferograms into three wavelength bins of approximately 0.1�m
width and derived the visibility ratios V2:03�m/V2:26�m and V2:15 �m/V2:26�m. From these visibility ratios we
can derive diameter ratios which show that the diameter of T Cep is much larger at 2.03�m than at 2.15 �m
or 2.26 �m. If uniform-disk model visibilities are �tted to the T Cep visibilities V2:03�m, V2:15�m, and V2:26�m

of the 17 m baseline data, we obtain the diameter ratios D2:03�m/D2:26�m = 1.26 and D2:15�m/D2:26�m =
1.08. These diameter ratios are in good agreement with both the predicted theoretical diameter ratios10 and
observations presented in Ref. 11. Further work including a comparison of our J- and H-band observations
with Mira models, the wavelength dependence of the diameter in the H- and J-band, and the derivation of the
e�ective temperature from the measured JHK radii and from coeval UBV JHKLM (June 09, 2001) photometry
is reported in Ref. 9.
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